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-'I HEW Gives $100,000
. 'For Language Study

A grant of approximately
$100.000 has been given by the
Department of Health, Educa•
tion and Welfare to conduct
a Summer Institute of advanced
courses in French and Spanish
lshed By The Students Of
for sixty secondary school
teachers from June Z7 to AuFAIRfiELD UNIVERSITY
""U2. 1966. it w", announced
"'~~:::L!=::'':::~~~~.'..!!..._~~--------.IlbY Fr. Victor F. Leeber, O!.airVol 11 No, II
December 9, 1965 man of the Department of Modem Languages.

Sorokin Cites Decline
In Religion., Morals
"The twentieth century Is the
most murderous of the past 25
centuries", asserted Dr. Pitirim
Sorokln of Harvard, who lectured at Fairfield December 2
on "Western Religion and Morality Today."
At the beginlng of his talk
Dr. Sorokln gave the two-fold
cause of this situation; the long
process of secularization begin·
Ing at the end of the twelfth
century, and a wave of great
castastrophes In the past fifty
years.
The secularizing process took
Its toll in two main ways, said
the sociologist: demotion of dogmas to a man-made, not a Godmade statUi", and an "emer·
gence and spread of science that
is rational and emplricaJ."
As an example of this secularization, Dr. Sorkin pointed
out the field of music. "In the
tenth to the thirteenth centuries among the great masterpieces 94-97% were religious;
in the twmtieth century among
the important only 3% are
religious.
Such is the situaUon in architecture. "Great cathedrals
of today are lost among secular buildings like needles In a
haystack."
'~is means that religion,
which conditioned all fine arts,
began to decrease so that in
the twentieth century Its per
cent of infIunence is almost
nothing compared to previous
centuries." "At the present time
most moral precepts are not
binding anyone in any way."
For a basis of this Or. Sorokin offered the spiraling oC deaths
in intemational warfare. A similar condition exists In national
revolutions SO that "we are the
bloodiest and most inhuman
people of the past twenty·five
centuries."
Vietnam became the prime
example oC this lack of human
respect. In Vietnam we are
doing In the nllJllle of God what
our predecessors woudn't dare
to do," said Dr. Sorokln a "conservatlve O!.rlstian anarchist."
Regarding the second cause
of today's moral crisis, world
wide calamities, Dr. Sorokin 0bserved the existence of the
schools of thought: that they
make their victims more foral
and religious or more aggreslrive, depending on the person.
The sociologist observed how
some persons condemned to
death become cynical theists,

Dr. SoroklD empbaslzes a polDt I.D his recent Iec!ture.
while others, through their
choice of atitudes, become
saints. Such was the case with
Beethoven. When he realized
he was becoming deal, he composed much of his best work.
In his final criticism of Westem culture, he criticized the
widespread American and European view of our religious associations being superior to
those of Russia. where threefourths of the people are of no
particular denomination.
This he did by citing the results of a recent European sur·
vey where only 50% of those
asked believed in the soul's
immortality, Christ's divinity,
God's Trinity and Christ's Immaculate Conception. Yet Westerners have been brainwashed
to consider themselves religiously superior.
In summation, Dr. Sorokin
repeated his opening remarks,
that Western morality Is at its
lowest ebb."
Following the lecture Dr.
Sorokin entertained questions
from the overflow audience of
FacuIty, students and townspeople. When asked his opinion
on the racial situation of the
world as a whole, the sociologist
observed that is is improving.
However, because of the apathied South Africa and the in·
ability of the United States to
convict murderes, the situation
is still in "tragic fonn."
War was the target of much
of the speaker's criticism. Our

responsibility for the deaths of
two - four hundred thousand
Vietnamese was raised by Dr_
Sorokin, a sponsor of the recent
demonstration against our policy in Vietnam in Washington.

It is expected that the bulk
of the participating high school
teachers wiU come Crom Connecticut and adjacent states,
although the Institute is open
to any qualified teacher In the
United. States.
The purpose of the Institute
is to enhance the proCessional
competence of a select group
of high caliber teachers of
French and Spanish to quali!y
them for leadership in the
teaching of languages on the
secondary school level.
The director of the Institute
will be Fr. Leeber, Q\airrnan of
Fairfield University's Department of Modem Languages and
Director of the University's
Language Laboratory.
Father Leeber will be assisted
by the following staff: Edward
H. Bourque, Consultant in Foreign Languages for the Fairfield Public Schools; Edward
M. Stack, Professor of Modem
Languages of Narth Carolina
University and Supervisor of
the
Language
Laboratory
Workshop; Kenneth J. Alyta,
Language Laboratory, asistant. North Carolina State University; Gerard S. McDonald,
Professor of Modem Languages
of Farifield University; Mills
F. Edgerton. Jr., Professor and
Chainnan, Department of Spanish at Bucknell University:
Robert Didsbury, Teacher of
French, Weston Junior High.
Weston, Connecticut; Femand

L. Marty, Instructor at Hollins

College and formely auistan
Professor oC French and director of the Language Laboratory at Middlebury and Wei·
lesley Colleges; Frank Dauster,
Professor of Rutgers University; Milton Hahn, Foreign Language Director for the Westport
Public Schools; and Glen 1..
Kolb, an Assodate ProCessor.
Connecticut College.
Father Leeber of the Fairfield
faculty who will direct the In·
sUtute received his doctorate
In Madrid. In addition to being
Chairman of the University's
Language department, he has
been an Assistant Director of
Fairfield U's Summer Session in
France; and an Assistant Director of Fordham University's
Chilean Program.
His publications are: Perfllell
lIterartH and FJ Padre Abad y
au orba poeUca.
He served on the Advisory
Committee on Foreign Language, Connecticut State Department or Education 1963-65
and on the Committee on Teacher Training, Fairfield Uni·
verslty 1965.
Father Leeber Is a member of
the American Aasociation of
Teachers of French, American
Association of Teachers of Italian, Modem Language Association, and the American Association of Colleges for Teachers
of Education.

Mardi Gras Picks
Committeemen
John Hammer and Tom Finn,
the general chairmen for this
winter's Mardi Gras Weekend
of Feb. 11-13, have announced
the i r committee chalnnen.
Many are repeaters from the
canmittee which organized such

Dogwood Leaders

a successful Dogwood Festival
last spring.
Ned Rlst and John Emery are
the lead olf men, preparing Friday night's Post-concert Discotheque. saturday's B 1 a n k e t
Throw features Frank McCann
and Tim McManus worrying
oYer how to top previous years.
After the Blanket Throw, the
ublguitous Terence T. Toal has
concocted a prom unlike any
prom ever seen before at Fair-field Any ~vors should enjoy Sunday's Glee Club Concert,
arranged by Btu McCarthy and
Dick Welderman.
Ed Boulos and Tom FIDclI.,
even now hoarding tickets to
individual evmts and a record
low package deal, are awaiting
the opportune moment to begin
sales. Overseeing these and all
other financial matters Will be
the benevolent eye of Dick Carl·
",n.

AGENDA
for

StudeDot
uplatute

Meetinc
Bob Blackbom and John Jopling wUl lead the condng
Doog-woOO FestiVal this year. AccordIng to Jerry Smyth,
Junior Class President who announced the appolnhneD",
the Dogwood should top last years success under these two
capable men.

will ... pooted
OD. bull.tiD boarda

A Shining Light
In ••hiDiac example of P-'
gressive Catholic education,
Fordham University recently
announced a beefed up program
to ...utl,. iDcreue faculty ....ar.
iea. The $1 million a year program is designed to attract outstanding scholars, with the average annual pay for full prafessors being bosted to $22.500!
This monumentous advance,
which includes a $100,000 anDual Chair of Social Science by
grace of a New York Board of
Regents stipend, provides,
among other things, for five annual teaching awards and pension increases of from 5-10 per
cent. The new salary schedules
will place Fordham in the "A"
rating category established by
the American Association of
University Professors. T his
group also includes Yale, Harvard, Princeton, and City College among others.
The pracram further providea, accordiq to Fordham
pr.ident Leo McLau,hlin, S.J..
that teachiD, awarda will be
granted by a committee compa.ed of academic adminiatra.
to..., teaebe... and atudenb. Such
inte,ration of atudenla into the
deciaion makina proc:e.. ia of
even greater note in terma of
prolr.aive education.
Fordham can be truly proud
of its accomplishment. The example it has set will undoubtedly lead to attempts by other

to,,".. I'

' 1".,I"I"

Catholic institutions to do Iikewise and thus enhance the intellectual status of Catholic education.
That Fairfield could match
such a program is understandably out of the question at this
time. Our limited financial resources so dictate. That Fairfield could establish a commissian for the planning of a similar
program in the future does seem
feasible and desireable at present.
The ultimate effect of such a
program being utilized would be
to reward those deserving professors on the faculty and perhaps provide for the seating of
better professors where needed.
We suggest, in the interest of
improving the intellectual surroundings of Fairfield University, that such a long range commission be set up to look into
sources of future funds which
would be explicitly earmarked
for faculty improvements; the
availability of state supported
Chairs; and the possibility of
securing renowned professors
from Yale or other nearby institutions for a period of one
year.
It has often been said that a
university is only as good as it!
students. Rather, we believe, like
the whole. it is only as good as
its parts. The quality of the faculty MUST be regarded as the
prime part,

·.i++4 t·I+t,loi..-H·oj·+1oc;\o

Letters To The Editor
Legislator
Repeal The 21st
Laments
To the Editor:
As a private citizen and one Interested in the welfare of this countl'}'
and particularly this area of I~, I can
honestly say, as e;an many of you, lh3l
I am completely fed up with the present status of drinking as it exi.~ts now
in Darien and numerous other p3rts
of this country and this nation. I believe that it Is time for a changt!!
A constructive step in the right
d~tion would be taken if thel'f" '",~re
w.. ys by whIch we coukl more successfully regulate liquor trall'ic and keep
it away from our youth, Il3 the law
most clearly states. The most adventageous step that could be attempted
is the policy of providing liquor e1ucation in the public and private high
schools. This has had a most wonderf'.ll
success in many parts of the Mif\dle
West, and I would like to see It begun
in Utls part of the country as soon as
possible. After all, Isn't It foolish to
encourage young people to seek their
associates in places where liquor is
sold and then criticize them when
they become delinquents and possibly
alcoholics!
As far as I 'know, there is only one
established organization which ofters
this wonderful lecture in liquor education, which meets a vital need in
the community it drinking is going to
exist. This party is the Prohibition
Party, the only Christian Moral Party.
I urge all Interested and conscientIous citizens to contact me as soon as
possible so that- we can prepare an
immediate program of reform and
change.
Yours for a dry America,
Junol R. CwulJD&'ham
125 Strawberry Hill Ave.
Norwalk, Conn. 06851
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To the Editor:
True freedom of speech and action
are embodied not so much in a Bill
of Rights as in the minds and hearts
of those who compose a society. U
a society is fair and tolerant, then
there will be freedom of speech and
action_ But in an intolerant or vindictive society, no matter what the
legal or constitutional guarantees, true
freedom of speech and action cannot
,"",C

At the November 18 meeting of the
Student Legislature Mr. Fred Lucey
proposed an amendment to the Agenda
pending further consideration. I supported this amendment and stated my
reason as this: The Student Legislature should discontinue Its policy of
piecemeal appropriation. The chairman
of the finance committee in pursuance
of Article VI of the By-Laws of the
Student Association should compile a
list of the budgets and requests for
appropriations of the various extracurricular activities on campus. Then
the Legislature, having a rough idea ot
what each organization needs, might
judiciously divide the money It has at
its disposal. At least six members of
the Legislature voted with me in support of Mr. Lucey's amendment. When
It failed, I informed the Legislature
that I would be forced to oppose the
individual appropriations - not because they were not good in themselves, but because there was no way
of making a value judgement with
reference to other requests.
In the November 24 issue ot the
STAG Mr. Richard Peek, making no
reference to the proponent ot the
amendment ot the vote in support ot
It, described my position as this: "It

was during this discussion that Jeremiah Buckley announced that he would
oppose all linancial bills because he
claimed that all the provisions of the
Constitution had not been followed."
I do not mind Mr. Peck singling out
my position to be reported in boldfaced type, if he would only report it
fully and accurately. I do not think
that his rwrsistent re-emphRSis of my
o,posiUon after leporting each bill WIIS
a little over-dranui.tic.
In the sllltU I."sue of the STAG I
came under severe attack from Mr.
Bart Franey. In a series of acid ad
homiDe.. he informed your readers
thOl I was over-dramatic, senseless.
and bigoted. H.:.wever, he never saw
fit to dlscus.i rm· position, which I
stated above and at the meeting.
E\.'en the Minority Leader of the
United States' Senate came under I'.ttack for his "raving tendenciCf'''. As
vice president of the campus Young
Democrats I could hardly be characterized as one 0: Mr. Dirksen's supporters, but I .....ould hardly <ru.bject
him to such unsubstantiatro criticism
The position I hold is n t P. IG:ty
one, and I serve without pay_ I do not
expect 1'I':U';*I' f.1r my action... mu..:h k-ss
(:onstant agreement. I do expc<:t a fair
and tol~~ant omsideratlon t)~ my positions. The issue is not a mQn:entQUS
one - the 'Jhtribution of a few dolIcrs in Student Government funds,
and I do not intend to wear myself
down In bitt<.r personal feuns. If it is.
silence which U'e community dem1<nds
of me by Intolerance or indi~erence,
then they shaH have it, for the Issue
is not imr-ortant enough tv merit R
long and 10:II'):r twilight struggle. With
the hope thal this will be the last vI
my lamenlatio:-:s, I remain,
Sincerely yours,
Jeremtab Bllckle)·

Stags vs. Students
To the Editor:
Gentlemen:
In my more than two years at Fair·
lield I have consistenly noticed In many
students a notion which is disappointing. Amid the heat of last Friday's
basketball rally, a remark was made,
among other disappointing ones, that
"those guys you find yelling the team
on with all their guts out are the real
Stags; and those that don't are only
Fairfield 'students' ". I hope that Mr.
N., for that is what he called himself,
has had time to think about what he
said.
Ja.y V. Standish '67

•
Socialism m
Asia?
To the Editor:
While I agree with several points
made by Frank Cunningham in his
latest "Voice" colwnn, I strongly disagree with the conclusion he reaches,
i.e., advocacy of socialism for South·
east Asia. Such a policy would be in
direct opposition to the basic tenents of
the free enterprise system which the
United States champions and would
not be in the best interests of either
our country or the Southeast Asian
Nations we are trying to help.
"Democracy", says Mr. Cunningham,
"has advanced toward the common
good concept only In so far is it has
adopted the ideas of socialization."
This Is false. The "common good" concept has been the cornerstone of our
nation since Its founding. The worels
"public good" go as far back as the
Declaration of Independence. We have
a Constitution, a Bill of Rights, an
honest and responsive legislature, and
an equitable system of Federal, State,
and Local Courts, all devised with the
common good In mind. They have
selVed us well, but is this "socialization"?
"Pure democracy" he continues,
"functions best in an agrarian society."
This point is somewhat irrelevant because pure democracy does not and

has not existed In this country, and we
are not atempting to promote It elsewhere. Our Constitution provides for a
Republican fonn of government.
I do not agree with the author that
socialism places the emphasis on the
social responsibilities of man. On the
contrary, It focuses the emphasis on
the state. Man Is deprived of the benelit of his character, personality, and
individual prowess. On a commercial
scale, when competition Is e1lmlnated,
e1flclency suffers. When the profit
moUve Is denied, enthusiasm falters.
When an artificial leveling of men occurs, the pace of society becomes the
pace of the slowest, and the result is
mediocrity. What naUon, new or old,
wants that! More important, what
nation can afford it? Any transition
which Is eaected through artificial
means wiU necessarily be artificial It",U.
I do not believe that Southeast
Asia will be "comfortably" raised
under any system of government. certainly any worthwhile goal requires
much hard work. Our own country
was fortunated in that it had a background of over one hundred years of
colonial government. But even then
we had our critical period. How much
more difficult will a democratic gov_
ernment be to attain in Southeast
Asia? Socialism will not make things
easier for these people. History has
proven it a failure, economically, s0cially, and politically.
Frank refers to Socialism as "modified communism," but, however it's
called, I oppose it as a system of government, modified or not, In Southeast
Asia or anywhere else in the world.
The hope of the social unit lies not
with socialism, but with a democratic
system of free enterprise.
Sincerely,
John I, Tlmmel, '66
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Executive Branch Stag Interviews " Perenial
Reports Progress Subversive~~ Dr. P. Sorokfu

After a leries of meetings
with the Administration, in an
attempt to liberalize the dormi·
tory regulations, a plan acceptable to both parties was
found. Thus the fonnatlon of
the Corridor Councils, the elections for which took place last

-

tion.

Christmas vacation dates will
remain the same. An attempt
was made to lengthen the vaca·
tlon, which was denied (or the
following reasons: (l) It would
interrupt the academjo year,

Dr. Sorokln, what, In 3toUJ'
opinion II the place of the small
reUcloUlIy committed unh·erslt)·
In today'. culture!' What effect
does It ban!'
(2) the schedule was set and no
Its etrect I cannot say, but
week, fr Juniors and Seniors. time had been provided to make
we need such colleges as an
It is the hope of the Govern- up missed time, (3) the attempt
antidote to large educational
ment that as the Councils prove was made too late.

their worth further changes can
The Executive Activities c0mbe made.
mittee will provide buses to
The Executive Branch Is cur· away basketball games. The
rently involved in the formula- buses are being provided at
tion of a committee to draw up greatly reduced rate.
a Student Bill of Rights. The
The Executive Grievance comcommittee will be made up of mittee is investigating the p~
representatives of the student cedure and application of room
body, faculty and administra- breakage fee.

factories. Many new innovations
have come from just such small
groups.. Many small religious
sects have injected life into
established, middle and upper
class churches, although they
later becoMe established themselves. The small university is
very in1Iuential in innovating

Joint Effort Produces
New Rules~ Councils
As a result of st!veral meet·
ings between the Executive
Board of the Student Government and the Heads of DisclpUne of the University, both
parties have finally reached the
agreement that thest! dormitory
regulations will go into Imme-dlate effect on a trial basis un·
til the end of the first semester.
If It works it will be ext('nded
to the sophomore class and con·
t1nued through second semester
on a trial basis.
1. Off-eorrldor passes are no
longer r e qui red during

2.

3.

case of breach of rules, the nagle, and Richard Curtin;
councils, recognized not as In· Regis 2: Kevin Lyall, Rick Ful.
dividual students, but as figures ler, Michael Byrnes. and Larry
of authority, will have recourse. Leete; Regis 3: Peter O'Brian,
if deemed necessary, to the James Mitchell, Tom Callahan.
Student Court.
and Bob Watsen; Regis 4: Mark
The Corridor Councils include Olander, Dennis Shine, Joe
Regis Ground: Ed Boulos. Joe Bannegan, and Bob R<!itwcis·
Rapier, Steve O'Neill and Steve ner; Campion 2: Larry Sullivan,
Raye; Regis 1: John Parliman. Bob Callahan, Kevin Kiernan,
_R_o_be~'_t_Le_v_,_n_,,_Th_o_m
__
" __
HU_f-_an_d_p
__
aU_l_G_a_"'_k_a_,
_

Commissions

Discussed

study hours for Seniors and
Juniors. They may presume
permission to travel any·
where on campus at any·
time.
Seniors and Juniors may
presume permission to be
absent from the campus un·
til 12 a.m. (midnight) on
nights followed a class day.
Special permissions to be
off campus beyond 12 a.m.
may be obtained from the
Dean of Residents Students,
if provided with a legiti·

On Wednesday evening, Dee.
1, 1965, the Senior class spon.
sored a talk on the Armed
Forces and the commissions
available for college students.
The services represented were
the U.S. Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, Coast Guard and Air
Force.
The four ways of obtaining
a commission in the Army were
the same as those of the Air
Force. These included being a
West Point graduate, by taking
ROTC in college, a special di.

a U.S. citizen or naturalized
citizen, have a complete, clean
record, and pass a physical,
mental and moral test. In addi.
tion, you must pass O.T.C.
(Ol'ricer Training Course).
The Marine Corps commlssien may be obtained by either
ROTC, Platoon Leaders Course
(two 6 week training periods),
O.c.c., Direct Commission, or
by Naval Candidates If )'ou
choose the Platoon Leaders
Course.
For the Naval Air Force you

mate excuse.
On nights followed by class
days seniors and Juniors
may sign in with their cor·

reet commission, or by going
to O.C.s. (Officer cadet School).
A person applying must be 1)e...
tween the ages of 19~ and 27,

may get your commission either
from the Naval Academy at
Annapolis, by a Direct Commission, O.C.s., or by R.O.T.C.

11
p.rn.
corridor
check-in
or
rjdor
prefect
at the
regular
anytime between 11 p.m.
and 12 a.m. with the special
prefect on duty in the student's respective dormitory.
For check-In past 12 a.m.
see (2) above.
4. Pennlsslon (or "late lights"
past 2 a.m. may be obtained.
from the prefect on duty.
As 8 consequence of this relaxation of dormitory regula·
tions increased responsibility
for self-dIscipline wl1l be placed
on the student. To facilltatee
this seU-dlscipline and to Insure
the permanence o( these relaxed
rules, a corridor coundl !:ystcm
wlll be established in the Junior
and Senior dorms. All the memo
bers of eaeh corridor will assemble together, and nominate
and elect four (4) men from
their own ranks (2 men from
the north wing, 2 men from the
south wing) to serve as a cor·
rldor council. The corridor coun·
cil will be responsible for the
maintenance of order on their
entire corridor in compliance
with the Student Handbook
regulations concerning Donnltory Conduct (pp 19-21). In the

Ir:=========================-

fu CASH TO PAY

COLLEGE EXPENSES
Don't give up school jf funds are

short-you and your family are wet·
come to borrow at M&F (even if you're
not depositors). M&F Personal Loans

are low in cost, easy to carry, quick
to arrange. Free life insurance
included. (A loan of $2000 costs
$'94.15 a month over 24 months.)

eoopera.
Jirom.

and counteracting Iltandardlza· flict are not necessary.
tion.
tion, as In the last war, could
It bas been atated that the be continued and could be
Wl.f'e5t of mode", youth Is due ising. War, at the present,tlme,
to boredom. How do you
has lost any reasolL As far as
about this!
the cold war, largely led bt the
I consider this very true, not U.s.• it was a mistake of the
only in youth but In grownups. U.s. itaelf. One of the fatal
We are in a transitional period diseases o( the past bas ~n a
of con1lict, from the values of lust for power by a nation at
the past to values and tasks of its height. Example as Egypt,
the future. We are in a transl· Greece, Rome, France of Louis
tory disintegration of a sensate XIV. This disease at the m0culture. We are heading toward ment of (ull power is now af·
a new order, but full develop- fecting the U.s. The ruling elite
ment has not yet taken place. has become dizzy with suecess.
There is no system of great We are preSCribing things for
values, we do not have great the whole world . . . Cuba,
tasks to accomplish, and are Santo Domingo, and Vietnam.
thrown hither and thither by We were not attacked by Viet·
nam, we invited ourselves in.
various forces.
We
have become like Hitler,
When there are no valu(!$ or
great tasks to accolllpllsh, one only he not only attacked the
becomes bored. There is the at- !l'nall sardine nations, but the
tempt to escape through roc::k large ones as well.
We started by sending adand roll, etc., but in the long
run there is no peace of mind. visors, now there are 200,000
The present generation is con· to 400,000 Vietnam people dead.
fused. and tries to find escape And what for? 'Ibere has ,heen
in mad ways as alcohol, drugs, no advantage to the U.S: We
have wasted billions of dollars,
etc.
People in :Ausaia today are and our image in the world has
part of groups. Morality is high· become that of an aggrefsive
er in Russia because the family nation. I was one of the sponis strong. Politicians talk o( sors of the recent Washington
past Russia, and their apprals· demonstrations, and my two
al is fictitious and does not cor· sons and daughter participated
respond to reality. They are
The action of America is in
better off morally, socially and direct violation of the Ame~ican
culturally than we are In the Bills of Democracy. Many athol·
West. Communism has been an, my put dean Inchicled,
melting, and we have both been C to D scholars at best,i are
converging, becoming similar. progressively killing Amefican
Peaceful co-exlstence is more soJdlen. I predJct it will be
possible today than ever. It rapJdIy increasing. I would
would be good if we could re- watch the lCizophrenie pblicy
tire all politiclans and initiate of the present; Johnson; has
a government of scientists and been emphasizing peace~ in
sages.
words and opposite in acUons..
Do )'ou feel that pretlent Beware when he promises
American leftist activity will pertty and treedom, he may~ve
alienate lbell from a trallltlon- Us destitution and tyranny.;ntis
all:r conservath'e America! rar- present policy ill, simply in the
tlcularl)" on the qtteItioo of selftsh interest of the U.s.,
Vietnam!
stupid, and against the d0cThe foreign policy st!t up by trines of the founding faltters
Truman and c:hurchlll has been of the country.
,
followed by future administra.
I am doomed to be a perentions. The Cold War and con- nial subversive.

f.

;ros-

IF========================;;;

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
The Bookstore has a complete
line of:
Xmas Cards - Wrappings
Giftware

Clothing

& many other fine gifts

-_. __..-........_.-._--_,_.-.-'----<-_.- ___--._-_---_

MECHANICS& FARMERS SH!DgJ BANK
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Fairfield University Football Club
Sells Christmas Presents To Students
By means of working through one of the country's leading wholes,alers, the Football Club achieves amazingly
low prices for the students.
A few of our fab,,:ous savi.C)s
lid
Price

Discount
Price

0",
Price

$ 8.00

$ 6.00

$ 4.50

•
•

Les Sept Perfumes by Charbrier
an assortment of seven fragrances.
14 Karat Gold Jade 8asket Pedant

11.30

9.75

7.00

•

o Piece

11.75

10.50

8.00

•

3 Piece Carving Set
matches Steak Knife Set.

13.98

12.50

9.75

India Carving Set
handmade in India; excellent display case.

7.98

6.75

5.95

•

African Salad Se,t
all hand carved.

4.50

3.75

3.00

•

Golf Bar Set
for the golfer drinker.

6.95

5.25

4.50

Butane Lighter

5.25

4.95

4.50

Steak Knife Set
wooden handles, stainless steel, teakwood box.

.'
•
•

Micro Radio
complete with earphones and battery.

10.98

8.98

7.75

•

Chess Set
hand ctlrved chessmen and hand inlaid board.

12.50

10.50

9.50

•

Hi.intensity Lamps

7.95

6.25

5.50

You will be visited soon by one of our representatives to show you our complete line and to take orders.
We will also have a store open daily in the lobby of Gonzaga Auditorium from 3 to 4 P.M.

HELP BRING FOOTBALL
TO FAIRFIELD
4 •
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MUSIC
"The In Crowd "

CINEMA
Those Flying Machines

"1m

only by that remote minority
Let's make a movie. We'll are visual efnocts and "name"
who can unravel the emotions
use plot number 4 for a start actors an CXctlSe for a poorly
of the jazz artist through his and see if we can make anyrecorded work. Lewis presents thing of It. That means we'll made picture whose script
come the hottest corrun('rcial a fOIm of jazz which ili uni- need a rich father with Old seems the inane creation of
someone who never breathed
property in jazz. His "In versal in its light, bouncy qualiWorld ideas, his New World
Crowd" single alone has sold ty. Unfortunately. Lewis' L.P. cream puff of a daughter, her without the aid of a television
over a million copies and sales of "Crowd" leaves something to
middle of the road fiance, and
will surely be sustained by the be desired. Audience participaan equally rash young man who
more recent release ot "Hang tion on a number of cuts on
will eventually steal her away
On Sloopy." Lewis' analysis of this album Is noticeably strained
By
Gatto
After nine years of moderate
notoriety, mostly in his native
Chicago, Ramsey Uwis has be-.

"e row d"

acknowledges the
tune's stnlctural simplicity The most intricate chord in the
enUre cut is a seventh, but it's
not rock and roll - that's important. Rock and roll, to mc,
means music that's badly recorded, has a very heavy beat,
and very c r u d e hannony.
"Crowd" Is rhythm and blues
alI the way." I personally consider the principal value of
Lewis' recent work lies in its
light, bouncy, approach, which
often tends to rid many disillusioned people of the general
consensus that jazz Is enjoyed

and

the

technical

from the confines of her home.

measures Just for laughs, we'll add a
taken by the recording engin- fumbling villain who can use

eers of the "Argo" company are the slack moments In the script

poor - the dnunmer sounds
like he's using meatball grinders instead of sticks. Undoubtedly one of Lewis' finer albums
is "Sound of <::hristmas," it p~
vides the finest, most original
approach to the jazz arrangement ot Christmas music I have

ever heard. Lewis has teamed
his trio with a deep string background and has produced onc of
the most delightful albums I

have ever heard.

The
Grab Bag
By TONY LaBRUZZA
Suppose that Russia were to make a sneak nuclear attack
on the United States that would demolish It as a world power.
Suppose that the president found out only when it was too late
to do anything to save his country from destruction. Should
he retaliate or should he refrain from killing hundreds of
thousands of Innocent Russian people? Which would be his
patriotic choice?
What is the meaning of patriotism In the world today! Do
we owe our loyalty to our national interests or to humanity as
a whole?
If patriotism Is a type of love (love of country). is it thus
susccpetible to a distinction between eros and agape! Can there
be a false as well as tnIe patriotism?
Does the State exist for man or does man emt for the
State? Does the patriot regard his nation as an absolute above
humanity and above truth and justice?
b there a difl'erence between patriotism and aadoDaIiAm!
Does the tnIe patriot support his country right or wrong? Is
it his moral obligation to judge the morality of the actions
whlch his country perfonns? Must the true patriot make a
distinction between error and persons in error? Are all totalitarians madmen?
Is not a thinking being existing here and now in the West
In the twentieth century basically humanistically inclined? Has
not the whole development of the West been toward realizing
that a world which Is nat. based on human 80UdJLrity aDd jultke
Is doomed! Simply because the Western tradition so strongly
upholds the dignity of the human person, is there any reason to
suppose tha.t this idea wlll always be upheld? Is the West thus
morally obliged to preserve human dignity and freedom on an
international level?
Considering the enormous technical advances of the modern
world, does it make sense any longer to picture nations as
individual units or should they be thought of as so many parts
of a higher reality, namely, humanity as a whole?
18 It poMlble 'tor II. PIBIl to be most plI.trtotlc 'by openly
c.rlticlzlng hi. country's policy? Are draft card burners and
conscientious objectors necessarily unpatriotic?
Is the present war In Vietnam one for the preservation of
the Vielnamese people? If so, how long will it be before there
nre none left to preserve?
Is an Issue of such Imporlance as our involvement in a war
so plain that we can unequivocally uphold one side? Is it rationally possible to support our government's policy in Vletnam
without at least some reservations?
Granted that the members of our academic conununity do
support our stance In Vietnam and that they have a legitimate
right to voice lheir approval, can we not, precisely all aD aca.demic comunlty, do something more than simply demonstrate
our support?
Is it not our duty as college teachers and coUege studenls
to dig deep into the facts about the war in Vietnam? Is not
dialogue called for precisely because none of us is able simply
to examine and reject the other side?

In front of him.
''''Those Magnificent Men In
Their Flying Machines," not un·
like many of the early aviators,
never does get off t.he ground

WOllam F. De.U1pQ

Colonial Barber Shop
788 • POST ROAD,
FAIRFIElD, CONN.
(Ned to Howard Johnsons)

to his advantage, We'll use a
"George" Thoma5
"Chip" Menenger
background of an air race from
England to Paris in 1910 as the
Proprietor
Manager
vehicle for the story,
"Those Magnificent Men In
Speciality - RalOfcuts - Rettops
Their Flying Machines" tries
too hard to be funny. In order
to make up for the obvious
lack of 9Crlpt, the producer
seems to think an overabundance of slapstick scenes will
compensate. In more than one
case they don't. Of course initially, vintage airplanes swooping with great strain and noise
over the English airneld only
to land unceremoniously in a
large sewerage pond arc funny,
but as the action develops to
the bitter end of the picture,
one wonders if the time couldn't
have been used to greater advantage,
The principals of the film 1. What's the picture?
I. What do you tee u far u
in most cases have been chosen
girls are c:oncemed?
I
see
beforeyou
carefully. Robert Morley as the
] _ you wing the
a
career
In
OperalJoDl
wealthy midNlctorian father
techniques clllmuJatiaa
who Is sponsoring the air race
couldn't be belter. His mere
ODd
_""'''''
tooolve....presence (all three hundred,
give or take a few, pounds) is
enough to override any script
dcfecL His daughter, played by
Sarah :r.fi1es, is adequate. Her
appearance is deceiving, for she
at once looks old, young, middle
aged, happy, sad, inhibited, un·
inhibited, and alm06t any other
contradictories you might think
of. It Is sometimes hard to adjust to this fact, but after a
while she just becomes the childishly naive daughter and heroine. Stuart Whitman, threadbare but happy, as her eventual
saviour from upper~lass mores, s. See anythmg about securil:fet
anal}'Sis? That's the 6dd I
renects someone's idea of what
planned OD. going into.
an Arizona cowboy should look
like. It appears he acts and
I see you pkmeeriDg
in real time managemeat
talks with this same idea upiD.formatioD. conflgwalioD.
permost in his mind.

......""

I

....-..

Slncerety.No Excuse
Just as one cannot condemn
the whole for its parts, neither
can I condemn the parts for the
whole. Some Incidents in the
picture are extremely funny. It
is unfortunate they are so isolated. Gert Frobe (known main·
Iy as Goldfinger) portrays a
Gennan General whose life is
overrun with ludicrous Prussian
Militarism. His strict following
of the rule book provides some
of the best moments in the pieture. Tcrry Thomas as the dastardly Sir Percivill is the perfect mustache-twisting villain.
He carries his part out well, but
again he is seen all too seldom.
"Those Magnificent Men ..."
has everything that a large
scale comedy should have, color,
happy music, plenty of action
(mainly In connection with the
planes, never the actors) come-dians, and the natural beauty
of the English countryside. But
just as sincerity is no excuse
for a bad work of art, neither

-.
5. How about that! At Equitable
they said they saw a great
future for me with them in
investment management.

6. Who! do<o • ......J obout """"'"
You crossing my p&hD

with_,

The crystal ball
reveals a great future

either way.

_-

For career opportunities at EqufMhle, lee your ~ OIIic., ..
write to Patrick ScolJard, Manpower DeveIopmeat: DiviIbL

.......

The EQuITABlE Ute Assurance Society 01 the United 5&JteI
Bcme 0£Bce: 12M Ave. oltbeAmericat, N_ yc.lt, N. T.: 10011

O~l_
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More Letters...
Continued from PAGE 2

PRDept?
To the Editor:
1 would like to take advan-

tage of the oppOrtunity ail'orded
by your medium to briefly comment on the visit of Professor
Pitirim A. Sorokin to our campus last Thursday.
This phenomenal man, regarded by many as the greatest
living sociologist, and a genius
in his own right, agreed to deliver two colloquia for undergraduale students and faculty
members during the day, as
well as a public lecture entitled
"Western Religion and Morality
Today" In Gonzaga Auditorium,
in the evening: all of which
were enthusiastically attended.
All I e ad i n,g sociologists
throughout the world, recognize
this man as the most prominent figure in the field of Sociology. This Is given witness to by
the fact that he is the immediate past President of the American Sociological Association. It
would be superfluous to give the
many outstanding cantributions
that he has made to society, in
the realm of human understanding in the 20th Century. We
the students who benefited from
his visit, are at the same time
honored and grateful for It. The
insights gained from this intellectual encounter cannot be
gauged, and indeed, are priceless. The discussions arising
from the lectures of this altruistic man cannot, in any way,
be compared to the discussions

which evolve from class participation. The statemetns made
by many faculty members, thRt
this individual is, without <I
doubt, the greates intellectual
who has ever come to the campus and stimulated the minds of
Fairfield students. is incontestable. His ability to analyze and
synthesiz~ the myruid prcblp.ms
of our society is without equal
amidst the minds of today.
What he has to say, whether
regarded by individuals as valid
or invalid, must be seriollsly
considered as relevant to tn"
problems today.
For the oppcr1unity of an (!llcounter with a figure of such
magnitude, I wish t.o t.hank Dr.
Gordon DiRenzo of the Sociology Department. Such 3. step on
the part of the Depa:-tment is
greatly appreciated in the light
of the present cata:;trcphlc
stagnation exhibited by the BeJlerrnine Lecture Series organization. I would also like to extend my appreciation to thl!
Cardinal Key Society and the
Student Body for their avid
support, as shown by their participation.
I am, however, greatly disappointed that this monumental event was all virtually Ignored by the Public Relations
Department of the Campus.
Pre-publicity releases in area
newspapers amounted to an
average of anywhere from ten
to twenty lines and post-pub
Iicity release were so minimal.
(ie a paragraph in the Town
Crier), as to cause this writer
to spend several hours helping
to interpret Professor SorolC'in's
Lecture for an area Sunday
publication. It should be noted
that the last issue of the STAG
did an excellent job on the prepublicity material made available to its writers.
These examples are oniy a
few of the many points which
could be brought to the fore
to show the cause for my great
disappointment in this all im-

portant department. It is simply
my conclusion that incompetency in such matters must be
regarded as inexcusable on the
part of a public relations department. A man of such stature wouid seem, to me, to be
a pri2.c which any P. R. office
would gladly endow with full
coverage. It is most unfortunate
that this was not the case with
our P. R. Department.
Again my thanks to all involved in making this opportunity possible on behalf of the
student body. It is my sincere
hope that these comments will
result in an increased awareness of the value of such events
to the intellectual community.
With the wish that we wtll
see an increase of such renowned seholanhip on the campus in
the future, I am,
Sincerely yours,
Robert Beeman
President, Sociology Club

Bucldy Fan
To the Editor;
Within the recent issues of
the STAG much controversey
has been voiced concerning the
responsibility of the editor or
any campus news media for
that matter. As an interested
member of this community, and
constituent and firm supporter
of Mr. Jeremiah Buckley, I
would like to contribute my observations of the STAG so
called progress in fulfilling its
responsibility expressed in I\[ond a. y l\Iorning Quarterbacks
(Nov. 24th issue).
I feel the STAG has failed
on several occasions in satisfying the most admirable quality
of a campus news media _
namely, reporting facts and
events as they happen. The
STAG no longer reports accurately those facts and proceedings of the Student Government but, at best, merely
summarizes various bills and
proposals. I believe the Student Government report found
In the November 24th issue by
Mr. Richard Peck exempllfles
the gross inaccuracy, ignorance,
and at times sickening prejudice
which has typified reports of

the Legislature proceedings of
late. Are facts. principles upheld by various members of the
Legislature, respect for an individuals character and opinion, of value to Mr. Peck in
his "responsible reporting". Obviously not! I can only refer
Mr. Peck to Sheridan who once
wrote, "The Right Honorable
Gentleman is indebted to his
memory for his jests and his
imagination for his facts".
Then there is Mr. Bart Franey. Well, \vell, he Is all upset
because Mr. Buckley refused
to support a bill a10lting financial aid to the Football Club
before an accurate report could
have been secured by the Legislature consisting of all financial
requests of various campus organizations. Is the Football
Club a divine asset to the community, Mr. Franey, that its
request be considered and
granted before the needs are
known of established social.
political. athletic and academic
organizations, who pride themselves in a long history of service both to this University and
surrounding communities? li so,
you deserve all criticisms merited by your emotional, malicious
and unsubstantiated attack

upon Mr. Buckley. I believe
football is important to Fairfield and must be liiupported
but not to the possible detriment and expense of other organizations and an individual's
character.
I would just like to say that
I have known and respected Mr.
Buckley. his ideas, opions and
weighed judgements during my
four years here at Fairfield. He
Is an elected member of the
Student Legislature upholding
principles explicitly written
within the Constitution and especially those Christian of
whIch we all are a part. Mr.
Buckley acted in the November
18th session on these principles
and failed to bend under the
pressure of the so called "popularity complex" confronted and
accepted by so many of the
community.
In closing, I hope Mr. Franey
realizes the exlent of his emotional public attack upon Mr.
Buckley, and the STAG, realizing its financial and material
limitations, limit itself even further by reporting facts and
save their interpretation to individual editorials or to the
members of this University.
Thank you,
Richnrd D. !\[llrphy

Notes

KofC

The Knight of the Month lone at a time and has met wtth
Award for October was present- many a success.
ed to Brother Jack Casey at a
recent meeting. Brother Casey
joined the Knights a year and
a half ago and has since given
help in practically every evcnt
the Council sponsors.
.
This y~ar Brot~1Cr Casey I~olds
the Public Relalions CommIttee
Omir. His committee has the
important task of keeping the
Council well informed of tlpcoming events and publicizing
events open to the University
Student body. Jnck has done a
great job thus far in improving
upon the work of his predecesSOI'S and openly admits that
much remains to be accomplishcd. He puts his ideas into effect

I

Jack, a well rounded student,
is a sophomore majoring in Finance. In. the field. of other
~tra f curr~ul~, he IS a memr 0 the ~rslty Soccer Team
and t~e Busl.ness Club. Brother
Casey s achievements for the
Knights make him a deserving
recipient of the Knight of the
Month Award.

•

• All MODELS AND
COLlS AVAILABLE
FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERYI

with NoDoz'M
NoDaz Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feetings of mental
sluggishness. NoDoz helps restore
your nat~ral mental vitality... helps
quicken physical reactions. You become more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Yet
NoDaz is as safe as coffee. Anytime
... when you can't afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits with NODal.

SAFE AS COFFEE

b •
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• FINANCING

ARRANGED
ON

PREMISES

,

Last Sunday sixty-five new
brothers were initiated into the
Third Degree or our Order
bl'inging the Council enrollment
of undergraduate students to
an all time high of two hundred
fifty members.

world's biggest selle1;1
When you can't
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits

,

SPORTS PERSONALITY
b~

Tom Henn(-I(PIl.'l

The new intramural program
at Fairfield has emerged with
overwhelming success. The fine
student spirit and fierce competition have provided a strong
purpose for success, and many
students have chosen intra·
murals as a means Cor channeling their excess time. The new
program is far superior to nny
intramural plan that Fairfield
has ever known, and a large
amount of the credit mUSl be
given to Vincent L'Esperancc,
the Student Director of Intramural Activity.
As student mentor of this
new, diverse athletic program,
Vinny has been successful in
overcoming the complex problems lhat accompany a new
idea. He is quick to defer the
credit, stating that "the suc·
cess of a new plan depends
upon many people. The intramural program would have
never gotten off the ground
without the dedication of the
council members." He adds that
"special credit must be given
to the floor managers who used

ARNOLD'S
PRESCRIPTIONS
SUPPLIES
SUNDRY NEEDS
Fairfield Shopping Center

- .~
,

CAN

'

~

l,

1~

A
PRIEST

BE

A

MODERN

\\\'"r
'-),

.)

• The PauJist father is a modern
min in every sense of the word. He

i$ a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary

ways to work wilh, for and among
100 million non·Catholic Amer·
icans. He is amissionary to his own
people-the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to ful·
fill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.

their own initiative to help
overcome many of the problelTl!."
Vinny starred at North High
School (Worcester, Mass.) in
five sports - baseball, football,
hockey, tennis and track. He
was acknowledged for his ath·
letic prowess by receiving nine
letters during his varsity career.
He has played varsity baseball
Cor two years at Fairfield and
also participated in the Hockey
and Rugby Clubs. He was great·
ly disappointed when the Hockey Club failed due to lack of in-

failed to capitalize on muny of
the breaks that were given te
them, but is quick to nute that
"if Ol.r play at the ':!tld of last
season .L;; an indicatio:\ of this
seasons chances, then our outlook is highly optimistic." He
was a fine gloveman tor the
"Stag 9", filling in as a utility
Infielder as well as a catcher.
Vinny is an Education major
and has taught in the Contra·
lernity of Christrian Doctrine.
He intends to go to graduate
school tor public relations and
to teach high school English.
Coaching is another possibility
in his plans after college, tor as
Vin puts it "I'd like to convey
the quest for winning that has
been instilled in me, to others.
Although I'm a great advocate
of sportsmanship and fair-play,
winning athletic contests can
be one of the greatest experiences in life." This winning attitude was instilled in him by
his Cather, a minor-league player and a former coach at As-sumption College.
Vinny has an earnest dedication to his intramural post
and feels that future success
wiJ1 depend upon student support. "Our work has been designed for the student", according to Yin, "and it is only
through his continued support
that success of any kind is made
possible." It is true that much
of the success of intramurals at
Fairfield has been due to avid
student interest, but without
the help of Vincent L'Esperance
it all might still be a fond hope
rather than a concrete realization.

The familiar cry of "we was robbed" h.. echoed
from the losing corner for as long as basing has endured, but only recently does is couistently come
from the fana direction. Two Patter50n - Litton
fiaacoa along with another two Liston - Clay disappointments set the sage for the recent twelve round
exhibition in Las Vagas which was supposed to redeem boxing, It fell short by a country mile.
It takes two to tangle and the Clay - Patterson
fight was completely one-sided. Clay constantly
moved and jabbed while Patterson merely went
through the motions. A back injury rendered Patterson immobile from the fourth round on and he can
be credited with courage alone, which unfortunately
doesn't win heavywight titles.
Patterson's Injury
It is sadly ironic the wayan injury or a "phantom
punch" has managed to prove decisive in three of the
last four heavyweight title bouts. The pity of Patterson's case is that it was preventable. He knew
of the injury beforehand, yet rather than postpone
the fight a little while, he quit training five days in
advance and foolishly witheld his condition. A few
of the sports writers sensed that something was afoot
in the Patterson camp, but couldn't pin it down. So
Floyd cheated both himself and the public as well
as making Clay's job that much easier.
End of Line
So for one of sports greatest scapegoats it is a
rather sad finale. Patterson will never be able to
retaliate against the numerous verbal and written
l
punches directed his way in the last decade. He will
J
have to be satisfied with his display of raw courage
and let that alone trancend his winning or losing.
How well Clay would have done against a physically
Vinny L'E8peranoo
fit Patterson will always remain a question mark.
terest, but stilt plays very ofum
It would, of course, be foolish to let this one into keep in shape. Vin was a
stance overshadow a highly successful ring career in
"serum halfback" for the Rugwhich Patterson has twice written boxing history.
by Club, and led Regis 2 10 a
And so as Floyd drops out of the picture, he certainrespectable intramural seasc-:l'\
ly deserves a great deal of credit for his contributions
as their quarterbaclt. Vinny
during thirteen years of dedication to boxing,
feels that the basel:nll team
Turning to Clay, we find mixed reactions con~
::::.::::::::::..::.._.:.::::.:Icerning
his performance. Most experts feel thaf he
_Me
_!IW'_
thoroughly outclassed Patterson and is an exceptional
champion while a few others are certain he is only a
loud mouth who couldn't knock out a paralytic. Cassius himself claimed that Patterson is a good fighter
and that he just couldn't finish him off despite a
FAIRFIELD
FGA FGM FrA FTl\ol
PF
PTS. sixth round barrage which Floyd withstood, putting a
damper on the myth about his glass jaw. Patterson
Burke
17 - 7
4 - 4
3
18
also
praised Clay as an extremely talented and worJones... . .. . .. . . ..
10 - 4
2
11
3 - 3
thy champion.
Branch
11· 4
1 - 1
Clay Has Ability
Brown.............
15 - 7
• - 7
5
21
Pritz
10 - 3
By no means has the previous elaboration on
1
1 - 0
Patterson's injury and lack of forsight been meant
Phillips
4 - 1
1
2
2 - 0
to detract from Clay's ablity. He has been a vastly
Crenshaw
4 - 0
2
4 - 3
3
Kenney............... 0 - 0
0-0
1
o underrated fighter and you would have to give him at
Cirena
1· 0
o least an even chance with a Jack Dempsey, Joe Louis
o-0
o
or Rock Marciano. However, Cassius has pretty much
Menendez
4 - 1
2
2
o-0
run out of formidable challengers early in his carrel'
Boyd
0·0
2 - 2
1
2
TOTALS
1'6· Z1'
and it is entirely possible that his vast talent and po26 - 20
2S
ST. JOSEPH'S
FGA FGM FTA FTM
PF
PTS. tential will never be realized. His next opponent,
Ford
9-4
• - 8
4
I. WBA champ Ernie Terrell, has a terrific jab but
nothing else. Considering the fact that Clay did nothDuff
17-8
3
5 - 3
ing but jab Patterson all night, the Clay - TerrelL
Anderson
14· 8
3 - 1
5
17
bout sizes up as a slow waltz. For boxing's sake, I
Goukas
17·11
5 - 3
1
25
hope not.
Oakes ........•...... 12· 3
7
3
2-1
I'm still waiting for a slam-bang heavyweight
McKenna .....•....... 8· 5
2
2 - 0
10
championship bout with plenty of fighting but I'm
Chapman .....•....... 4 - 3
o-0
3
Grundy............... 1 - 0
o-0
2
o not holding my breath. Perhaps in some small way
Cassius and Floyd made up for the last few disapPonches
0 - 0
1
o
o-0
pointing title bouts, but when the air is finally cleared
TOTALS .....•.
82 - 4Z
Z6 • 16
100
2'
of all this championship ballyhoo I come to the same
distinct conclusion: "We wuz robbed."

St. Joe's Box Score
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• If Ihe vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in II
you, why not pursue an investiga·
tion of your life as a priest? The

Paulis! Fathers have developed an

Final Int"amural Standings

aptitude lest for the modern man TElll
interested in devoting his life to

_rr

WON

11
God. This can be a vital instrument Campion 2
Regis 3
10
to help you make the most impor· Gonzaga 3 .......•....... 9
tant decision of your life. Write for Campion 4 .......•....... 9
it today.
Regis 2
,.
7
Regis 1
5
Gonzaga 2
5
NATIONAL VOCATIONS OIRECTOR Loyola 1
5
PAULIST fATHERS
Gonzaga 1
3
415 WEST 59th STREET
Loyola 3
3
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019
Regis 4 .
.
.•. .
2
Loyola 2
0
Campion 3
0

LOST

TIE

o

1

23

2

20
20

2
1

3
3
5

•
7
5

••

10
11

o

o
2
2
1

o
3

o
2
2
1

POINTS

I.
I.
12
11

10

••
•

GREEN COMET
DINER

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN

"TOPS IN TOWN"

bit '4 ColVl"tlcut Tur",I••

Xi",_ HI,hw.)', Rt.. I"

90 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn.

368-9471
Take Connecticut Thruway
Exits 23 or 24

367-4404

A CONVENIENT STOP
FOR YOUR FRIENDS
AND RELATIVES
Just 5 Minutes from c.mpus I
Recommended by AAA '

2

1
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Rome Opener

St, Peter'.

Slap

Away

VII

St. ADaem's

sat.. Dec. 11

•

•

St. Joe's

B. C.

When the din finally quieted
at the New Haven Arena, most
ot the spectators were convinced that Sport. IUuatrated was
right in naming St. Joe's the
nwnber one team in the coun·
try. The well drilled, :sharp
shooting Hawks had overpowered the Stag Five with a 100-74
victory.

For the third consecutive
year Fairfield has bounced back
after an Intial loss to down a
highly touted team This year
the Stags downed a hustling
B. C. five 100-93 before a capacity crowd of 3,500.
After trading the lead several
times In the first half, the
Stags clicked on seven consecutive shots to pull away to a 7
point lead. The Stags hIt on
an amazing 54% and puUed
down 34 of 51 rebounds to defeat the Eagles.
Bm Jones and Jim Brown
led the scoring in the first
hall with 15-16 points respectively. The Stags held their lead
throughout the second halt although B. C. pressed many
times. The Stags opened up
their largest lead of 12 points
with 12 minutes to go in the
second halt. But the Eagles,
led by John Austin came bounding back.
Austin hit on 10 out of 21
shots In the second half.
Jim Brown hit 28, Bill Jones
21 to lead the Fairfield attack.
Mike Branch and Pat Burke
knocked in 18 apiece.
Burke showed his line playmaking ability with 6 assists.
Branch pulled down 17 rebounds
before fouling out with 6 min·
utes to go.
Next Saturday the Stags will
face St. Peters, and then will
return home to play St. Anselems on Tuesday.

The hard flghting S tag s
matched the Hawks basket for
basket in the torrid shooting
display ot the first ten minutes.
The Bissacamen made several
bids to open up a significant
lead, but St. Joe's managed to
come up with the big play at
the right time to hold the lead
between 3 to 5 points.
Early fouls began to take
their toU on the Stags. Jim
Brown, who was pacing the
attack with 11 points, was
sidelined with his third personal foul. The famed pressure
defense ot the Hawks went into
action as their big offensive
weapon. A lapse ot poor ball
handling and bad shooting combined to up the Hawk lead to
eight points.
The Stags baWed to close the
lead, but the sharp shooting of
Matt Goukas kept them in the
hole. With four minutes remalnlng in the halt St.. Joe's
outscored the Stags 13 to 3
during a two minute stretch
which enabled the Hawks to
up their margin to 18 at the
intermission.
The Stags shot a fine 52%
during the first halt. However,
St. Joe's amazed everyone by
forcing Fairfield mistakes and
taking full advantage ot them.
They hit for a phenomC!nal 6S%
as well as taking most of the
relatively few rebounds during
the half.
WhatevC!r hopes the Stags
had tor a comeback were quickly squelched by Cliff Anderson
who poured in seven points in
a little over three minutes to
up the Hawk lead to 25. The
never-say-die Stags fought to
cut into the Philadelphians'
lead, but never came within 19
points ot the Hawks.
One of the bright spots in
the second halt was the emergence ot Saul Crenshaw into
varsity competition. Although
be played only a tittle more
than ten minutes, Sol picked
oft ten: reboundil ~ lead the
club in that department.

Mike Branch outleaps OWl' ADdenon on the opening tap of the SL Joseph's game.

Frosh Down Quinipiac 82-72
By Paul HUCbes

Fairfield's frosh quintet began
the season on a successful note
by virtue of an 82-72 triumph
over Quinnipiac last Saturday
night at the New Haven Arena.
J. C. Dennis, hitting on 50%
of his shots, led the attack with
an outstanding 30 pointli, by
way ot 11 field goals and 8 free
throws. Bob Pavia also turned
In an outstanding performance
with a 23 point output while
Rick Sanabria picked up 16
points and dominated the
boards, collecting 18 rebounds
before fouling out at 6:18 of
the second half. Rich Baldwin
o.1so pulled down 13 rebounds.
The going was slow In the
early s tag e s until mid-way
through the first halt when
Dennis broke the game open
with a series of jump shots and
the Stag yearlings led 27·18.
With only a minute remaining
in the first half the Stags held
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a 37-27 lead but Qulnnipiac, led
by Bill Wrobel, whittled the
lead to a mere four points as
the half ended with Fairfield In
front 37-33.
In the second half Bob Pavia
scored four straight points, two
on a beautiful drive up the
middle, and Dennis canned
three In a row as the fresh
maintained a 48-38 lead with

With little over a minute remaining, the game had to be

delayed due to the pandemonium which broke out upon
St. Joe's entrance. When the
game was resumed, the Stags
proceeded to clinch their first
win of the season.
High scorer for Qulnnlpiac
was Bill Wrobel with 28 points.
followed by Dan Ford with 14.

fifteen minutes remaining.
I~;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Quinnlplac pressed for the
last twelve minutes but Rick
Sanabria thwarted their efforts
with a great save, a twenty
POST ROAD, FAIRFielD
foot bucket, a beautiful tap of
Tom Crowley's shot and eight
NOW PICKS UP ON WED. AND DeliVERS ON FRIDAY
straight points. After Sanabria
fouled out, Tom Keegan reAT MRS. BROWN'S OFFICE NEAR THE MAIL BOXES
placed him and the score was
THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
76-68 as Crowley and Keegan
negotiated back to back scores
WE FOLD 'EM TOOl
and Dennis hit on a long jump

FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT
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